
CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

3.2 CONCLUSION 

Based on the data analysis in chapter four, the writer concluded that the 

effort that have been conducted by the government in developing Monpera as one 

of the historical tourism based on the four factors. First, security factor in 

Monpera like the staff have a duty to safeguard the Monpera 24 hours and there is 

a checkpoint for the staff, the staff provide sinformation that related to the 

condition and safety in the Monpera area for tourists. Second, infrastructure 

factors such as good roads and paved, can be achieved with various types of 

public transport, toilets, bins placed in every place in Monpera, several places of 

rest, library, information center, large parking area and  souvenirs. Third, tourism 

object factor in Monpera can be seen from the shape of the building like the 

meaning of Monpera building, the histories about Indonesia before and after 

independence, historical collections such as photo illustrations about the struggle 

of heroes from Indonesia, Photos collection of Indonesian heroes, heroes clothes, 

bronze statue of heroes, the currency used in Indonesia, and the weapons that use 

indonesian heroes to against the Dutch. The last, service quality factor in Monpera 

that given by the staff as a tour guide. The services that provided by the tour guide 

started from the tourists enter the Monpera until tourists out, the tour guide also 

provide an explanation of the overall Monpera with accurate information. 

 

5.2. SUGGESTION 

After analyzing and finding out the effort that have been conducted by 

the government in developing in Monpera, The writer would like to give some 

suggestion  

1. For the writer: the writer should take care of developing Monpera. And 

also the writer should support the government in developing Monpera. The 

way is make a good promotion to introduce Monpera for the people in 



other cities. The simple way of the promotion is from mouth to mouth. It is 

mean that the writer tell about the Monpera for the other people directly. It 

can make the people know well about Monpera. Because of that, the writer 

should improve her knowledge. it can help her to give the correct 

information for the other people. The last, give the attention in security and 

keep the fasilities in Monpera. 

2. For the Government: should improve their responsibility in developing 

Monpera as tourism object in Palembang and should pay more attention to 

security Monpera, complete the infrastructure and maintain for the 

infrastructure, held an attraction/event about the history or culture of 

Palembang, recruit more professional tour guides with good ability and 

knowledge in order to work more optimal in Monpera and upgrade their 

skill, especially about the information of the real story of Sriwijaya 

kingdom and Palembang. 

3. For Visitor:  The visitor should keep the fasilities in Monpera. The visitor 

should not take anything in Monpera especially for the collection in 

Monpera. and also the visitor have to keep the cleanliness in Monpera area 

like do not throw the trash anywhere, do not cross any mark in Monpera 

wall and clean the toilet after use it. And the last, the visitor have to keep 

the Monpera in security aspects like do not distrub the other visitor. It is 

can attract the visitor if they support the developing Monpera.  

 

 


